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Tech Specifi cations

 LED 11W | 220-240VAC  | 50-60Hz
AC PCB 3-step low flicker

incl. PS | phase-cut dim
aluminium wet painted

red | grey | black/gold | black

 LED 11W | 220-240VAC  | 50-60Hz
AC PCB 3-step low flicker

incl. PS | phase-cut dim
aluminium wet painted

red | grey | black/gold | black

 LED 11W | 220-240VAC  | 50-60Hz
AC PCB 3-step low flicker

incl. PS | phase-cut dim
aluminium wet painted

red | grey | black/gold | black
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Wow, what’s that fl oating from the ceiling? We’ll tell you: an LED luminaire made of 
ultra-thin aluminium with a minimalist design that perfectly suits contemporary interior 
design concepts. That’s why you’ll often come across DINOR in the bar or dining area of 
a chic restaurant, where it playfully creates stunning accents. And it comes in several 
di� erent sizes and colour alternatives, such as black-gold, red-white, and grey-white. What 
kind of combination possibilities does DINOR o� er? DINOR partners well with ROOMOR, 
for instance, a lighting system especially developed for the hotel sector that harmonises 
perfectly with the aluminium luminaire in both style and colour. See for yourself and 
discover the possibilities.

Well shaded.

CURIOUS?
weverducre.com/dinor
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grey black/gold black

red grey black/gold black

greyred

red

black/gold black

Variety
DINOR

WELL SHADED

DINOR



 3.0  1.0  2.0 

 LED 11W | 220-240VAC  |   50-60Hz LED 11W | 220-240VAC  |   50-60Hz  LED 11W | 220-240VAC  |   50-60Hz

         code 
          255389RW9
          255389GW9
           2553890K9 
          2553890B9

         code 
          255189RW9
          255189GW9
           2551890K9 
          2551890B9

         code 
          255289RW9
          255289GW9
           2552890K9 
          2552890B9

 ALWAYS USE  ALWAYS USE  ALWAYS USE 

single ceiling base single ceiling base single ceiling base

 white cable on request
multi- and other suspension options 
on page 608

 white cable on request
multi- and other suspension options 
on page 608

 white cable on request
multi- and other suspension options 
on page 608

 1800-2850K | >90 CRI | 510lm 1800-2850K | >90 CRI | 510lm  1800-2850K | >90 CRI | 510lm

 2.3 kg  IP20    0.9 kg  IP20    1.3 kg  IP20   

         code 
               90052022
                90052021

         code 
               90052022
                90052021

         code 
               90052022
                90052021

 CEILING SUSPENDED 

 DINOR

  AC PCB 3-step low flicker
incl. PS | phase-cut dim
aluminium wet painted

  AC PCB 3-step low flicker
incl. PS | phase-cut dim
aluminium wet painted

  AC PCB 3-step low flicker
incl. PS | phase-cut dim
aluminium wet painted
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COFFEE SHOP COLOGNE | GERMANY

available from autumn 2019

312 — 313
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